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Our suggestions for the use of the products correspond to our present knowledge. They do not release the purchaser in any way 
whatsoever from the responsibility of carrying out their own tests to establish the suitability of the products supplied in relation to the 
results that are to be obtained. The usage methods of the products are not within our control and therefore become the complete re-
sponsibility of the purchaser. We guarantee the quality of our products in respect of the general sales and supply terms and conditions.

PROPERTIES

SINTOIL OPB is a fatliquor product constituted of pure triglycerides, 
non treated chemically, refined and purified at a low temperature. 
This product can be used in the fatliquoring of all types of leather.
SINTOIL OPB has a filling action and does not form fatty exudates, 
inasmuch that decomposable free fatty acids are not contained in 
the oil. The oil is stable when cold: it advantageously substitutes 
natural ox foot oil and confers good hydrophobic (water repellent) 
properties. SINTOIL OPB is particularly suitable for increasing the 
surface fats. According to the effect desired, the additions vary from 
10 to 30 parts of the entire quantity of fatliquor used.

Appearance: light yellow oil

Active substance: approximately 100%

Stability to light: optimum

Freezing point: approximately - 10° C

Behaviour in water: insoluble

CHARACTERISTICS

SINTOIL  OPB
FATLIQUOR AUXILIARY

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

Refined triglycerides
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USAGE METHOD

Advice for the emulsion: the necessary quantity is slowly mixed with 
the part of emulsifiable fatliquor. This mixture is emulsified a short 
while before use with 4 - 6 parts of water at 50°C - 60°C. It must 
be remembered that the addition of 10 - 25 parts of SINTOIL OPB 
to the fatliquoring mixture gives a particularly favourable action.
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